Abstract
enhancing environmental and/or geographic representativeness), number of sampling locations and sample sizes. We then 23
propose an analytical framework to evaluate the effect of these elements on statistical power and false discovery rates of the 24 analysis.
25
Our results highlight the importance of sample size in designing landscape genomic studies, where a minimal threshold of 200 26 individuals is required to detect at least part of the true positives. Furthermore, our results show that sampling at less than 10 27 sites clearly impairs statistical power, but also that the optimal number of sampling locations is not necessarily the highest 28 possible. Last, we show that the designs that account for environmental representativeness result in the highest statistical to detect genetic variants associated with a specific landscape composition. Studies of this kind usually incorporate an analysis 40 of population structure, such that neutral genetic variation can be distinguished from adaptive variation (Rellstab et al., 2015) .
41
Over the last few years, the landscape genomic approach is becoming more widely used (see Tab 
49
Sampling strategy plays a pivotal role in experimental research, and must be theoretically tailored to the aim(s) of a study 50 (Rellstab et al., 2015; Riginos et al., 2016) . In the context of landscape genomics, the sampling design should cover a spatial 51 scale representative of both the demographic processes and the environmental variability experienced by the study population 52 (Balkenhol et al., 2017; Leempoel et al., 2017; Manel et al., 2010; Rellstab et al., 2015) . This is imperative to be able to properly 53 account for the confounding effect of population structure, to provide a biologically meaningful contrast between the 
62
The landscape genomics community has traditionally focused on formulating theoretical guidelines for collecting individuals 63 throughout the study area. In this literature, particular emphasis has been placed on how spatial scales and environmental 
76
For these reasons, there is a need to identify pragmatic and realistic guidelines such that a sampling strategy is designed to 77 maximize statistical power, minimize false discoveries and optimize efforts and money expenses (Balkenhol et al., 2017;  78 Rellstab et al., 2015) . In particular, the fundamental questions that need to be addressed are: i) how to determine the spatial 79 arrangement of sampling locations; ii) how to organize sampling effort (for instance preferring many samples at few sites, or 80 rather fewer samples at many sites); and iii) how many samples are required to obtain sufficient statistical power (Rellstab et 
82
In this paper, we investigate how the outcome of landscape genomic analyses is driven by the sampling strategy. We ran 83 simulations using a fictive genetic dataset encompassing adaptive genotypes shaped by real environmental variables. The 84 simulations accounted for antithetic demographic scenarios encompassing strong or weak population structure. We proposed 85 sampling strategies that differ according to the sampling design approach (D), the number of sampling locations (L) and number 86 of samples (N). A full factorial analysis of variance was applied to evaluate the effect of each factor on statistical power and 87 false discovery rate (FDR) produced by the analysis.
89

Material & Methods
90
The iterative approach we designed for testing sampling strategies required that a new genetic dataset encompassing neutral 91 and adaptive variation was created at every run of the simulations. A simulated genomic dataset can be constructed by means 92 of software performing coalescent (backward-in-time) or forward-in-time simulations (Carvajal-Rodríguez, 2008 
100
Each iteration starts with the establishment of a genetic setup defined by the presence or absence of a population structure 101 (Fig. 2, step 1) and by a given number of adaptive loci (Fig. 2, step 2 ). Subsequently, a sampling strategy is applied as a 
111
Environmental data
112
As a base for our simulations, we quantified the environmental settings of Europe (Fig. S1 ). We retrieved eight climatic variables 113 from publicly available sources (e.g. mean annual temperature, average precipitation, and altitude; Tab S1; Hijmans, Cameron, 
120
A population structure was artificially computed (Fig S1) . Gradient of population membership was created using an image 121 editing software (Microsoft PowerPoint). A greyscale gradient (i.e. pixel values ranging between 0 and 255) was manually drawn 122 on a rectangular area so that extreme membership values corresponded to black (value=0) and white (value=255) pixels, while 123 the rest of the pixels represented admixed membership coefficients (Fig. S1) . A unique gradient spanning the length of the 124 region was drawn so that one population was placed at one extreme (north-west of Europe) and a second population on the 125 opposite end (south-east of Europe; Fig. S1 ). In between, individuals were progressively admixed to these two populations. The 126 resulting image -whose pixel size can be any -was then imported in QGIS using the GDAL Georeferencer tool (Open Source
127
Geospatial Foundation, 2018) and its extent was fitted to the one of the study area. Values from the imported layer were then 128 assigned to each cell of the landscape grids using the mean function of the QGIS zonal statistics tool.
130
Computation of genotypes
131
For the creation of the genotype matrices, we developed an R-pipeline based on probability functions to compute genotypes 
138
(hereafter referred to as the "panmictic population scenario"), and one implying a structured population (hereafter referred to 139 as the "structured population scenario"; see Box S2).
140
For every iteration, 1'000 loci were computed: five to 20 were set to "adaptive", while the remaining were set to "neutral". 
165
The second design type is "environmental" ( 
174
The third design is "hybrid" ( 
190
The fourth type of design is "random": the sampling locations (L) are randomly selected across all the available landscape sites.
191
In our simulations, we tested each type of sampling design with numbers comparable to the ones used in real experiments (see 
227
After the simulations, a factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed using the anova function implemented in the R 
238
The simulations involving the panmictic demographic scenario showed higher statistical power, compared to those ran under 
251
The sampling design approach also resulted as having an important effect on statistical power (pPAN<10 -15 , pSTR<10 -15 ; Tab 3a).
252
Under both demographic scenarios, statistical power under the geographic sampling design was comparable to the one of a 
255
3A; TPRSTR-ENV=0.30±0.35, TPRSTR-HYB=0.33±0.37, Fig. 3C ).
256
The interaction effects of the three elements defining the sampling strategy (D, L, N) resulted to drive TPR under both scenarios 257 (pPAN<10 -5 , pSTR<10 -13 ; Tab 3a). None of the interactions between two elements reversed the patterns observed in main effects 258 of the elements alone (Fig. 3A, 3C, Fig. S2A, S2C, Fig. S3A, S3C ). To the contrary, interactions appeared to accentuate the 259 patterns observed as main effects (Fig. 3A, 3C, Fig. S2A, S2C, Fig. S3A, S3C 
284
The interaction effects between sampling design and sample size (DxN) and the one between sample size and number of 285 sampling locations (NxL) resulted as significantly determining FDR under any demographic scenario (pPAN<10 -9 , pSTR<10 -15 ; Tab 286 3b). In contrast, the interaction between design and number of sampling locations (DxL) determined false discoveries only 287 under the structured scenario (pPAN=0.010, pSTR<10 -6 ; Tab 3b). As in the case of TPR, the mains effects on FDR of single elements 288 of sampling strategy (D, L, N) appeared be accentuated and not reversed, when measuring their effects in interactions (Fig. 3B,   289 3D, Fig. S2B, S2D, Fig. S3B, S3D ).
291
Discussion
292
Our simulations highlight the fact that sampling strategy clearly drives the outcome of a landscape genomics experiment,
293
especially when the studied population shows a structure in its neutral genetic variation. while detection of true positives increased significantly for N≥200 (Fig. 3A, 3C ). As we progressively doubled sample size 303 (N=200, 400, 800, 1600), we observed that the statistical power increased following a logarithmic trend under both 304 demographic scenarios (Fig. 3A, 3C ). The plateau of this incremental (TPR=1) was consistently reached in simulations under the 305 panmictic scenarios sampling 1600 individuals (Fig. 3A) . When the population is structured, more samples are probably 306 required to reach maximal statistical power (Fig. 3C ).
307
As we consider sample sizes above 200 individuals, we observe that FDR progressively raises along with the number of 308 individuals (Fig. 3B, 3D ). This is likely to be a trade-off of high sample sizes: the increased detection of true positive is 
335
The results we produced tend to show that there is no remarkable benefit to collect a small number of samples per site at a 336 large number of locations, compared to the opposite. It seems inappropriate to include more than 20 sampling sites if no 337 specific reason justifies it (e.g. important environmental differences, complex population structure). It is also important to 
341
The implications of the information described above are considerable since the cost of field work can be drastically reduced 342 with marginal countereffects on statistical power and false discoveries.
344
Where to sample?
345
Compared with random or opportunistic approaches, sampling designs based on the characteristics of the study area are 346 expected to improve the power of landscape genomics analysis (Lotterhos & Whitlock, 2015) . We developed three distinct 347 methods to choose sampling locations accounting for geographical and/or environmental information (geographic, 348 environmental and hybrid designs). We confronted these design approaches between them and with random sampling 349 schemes. The approach based on geographic position (geographic design) resulted in statistical power similar to random 350 designs (Fig. 3A, 3C ), while the one based on climatic data (environmental design) displayed remarkably higher TPRs (Fig. 3A, 
3C
). In comparison to the latter, the sampling design accounting for both environmental information and geographic position
352
(hybrid design) resulted in a statistical power generally comparable or higher (Fig. 3A, 3C ). These beneficial effects on TPR were 353 accentuated under the structured demographic scenario, when moderate sample sizes (N=200, 400) were used (Fig. 3C ). These (Manel et al., 2012) . This is likely to explain why the hybrid design outperformed the environmental approach (Fig. 3) .
358
As false discoveries are concerned, the three design approaches we developed (geographic, environmental and hybrid) did not 359 display any particular benefit. When population structure was absent, FDRs under these designs resulted as comparable to 360 those observed in random sampling schemes (Fig. 3B) . In simulations using the structured population scenario (Fig. 3D) , the 361 hybrid and geographic designs resulted in even higher rates of false discoveries, compared to random designs. The 362 environmental design is therefore the only one providing FDRs comparable to random sampling schemes, regardless of the 363 demographic scenario. The high FDR associated to the hybrid design is likely to be a trade-off of its higher statistical power, as 364 similarly observed for high sample sizes. In the environmental design, however, this trade-off appeared as less pronounced. As 
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Conclusions
383
The present work provides guidelines for optimizing the sampling strategy in the context of landscape genomic experiments.
384
Our simulations highlight the importance of working with a minimal sample size of 200 individuals to achieve sufficient power in 
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